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About This Game

Air Forte is a high-altitude game of math, vocabulary, and geography. Compete with friends or fly solo in the various arenas.
Good luck, pilot!

Key features:

Play with friends: Up to four people can play Air Forte together. Find out who's the best pilot!

Stage variety: Play through multiple stages that explore math, vocabulary, and geography.

Unlockable game modes: Once you complete the Adventure, try the "Challenge" and "Infinite" game modes.

Online high scores: Compete against people around the world. Can you beat their scores?

Gripping story: Embark on a royal quest. Can you unravel the mystery? 
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i havent tried new update, there has been 2 in 2 days, but i will say there are some issues with the VR gameplay.. it is not quite
refined. the game on the other hand is pretty good it seems. I think its rough around the edges right now but i feel really good
about the dev. I believe this game is going to be really neat in due time... he is talking with players and addressing issues on
regular basis so if you want to help shape the game, buy now. if you want it when it plays great, keep an eye on reviews and i
will update when the game is ready.
*update- i would wait on this product for sure, its just to rough right now, ill update when its better
*8\/27 update... i returned the game my 2 weeks was up and it wasnt ready... may try again later on. International Cricket
Captian has always been a franchise that people quick to criticise for not adding in new features in their new editions. This game
has numerous improvements and new features to keep cricket lovers pleased for hours on end. If you have ever thought about
getting it but put off by people saying it's not good enough, I tell you that if you truly want to manage a cricket team, this is the
right game for you.. I'm never quite sure what to do with these games. I play through the Trials until I get stuck, and then I don't
quite have the motivation to play them over and over. If you enjoy the racing and physics tedium, it might be enough to hook
you.. Another Rebellion cash grab. The game costs 50 euros and is released along with DLCs amounting to 63 euros. This is just
classic Rebellion, they have been doing the same with their Sniper Elite series and now they are doing it with their new games as
well, they release "a part" of the game and then pack up MORE content than there is in the original game in DLCs ON
RELEASE instead of including it in the game.

The gameplay is fine. If you expect this to be like ZAT or build on the core concepts you will be disappointed. The core
mechanics of the game are too simple, the difficulty is too easy, and the puzzles are repetitive.
There is no scoping, unless you get one of the "special" guns at random, that you have to pay for, each map, at specific locations,
for cash you get during the map.

About the in-game cash, there is no sharing in multiplayer, so either you work out how to share or someones grabs all the coins.
Also random loots in chests matters way more than actually making headshots and keeping up streaks, which makes the combat
even more unrewarding.

This game is a decent buy for multiplayer, if you can get it at less than 20 euros, otherwise it's just really disappointing. Mostly
due to the fact that they could have easily transfered the core concepts of ZAT and developed those to a make a different and
more full game. Instead they just made the same game with simpler mechanics that doesn't really work.. So there's an okay
game hidden in here somewhere, but the flaws are too great for it to overcome.

Cons:
The english is barely readable, and often times I had to reread something 2 or 3 times to figure out what was trying to be said.
Turns are short, but happen in 2 different places, which means you spend half your play time tabbing back and forth between
screens
I spent an hour of gameplay building up a small, but noticeable lead on CPU players, which was wiped out over 2 turns by a
plague. don't know if it was random or what, but after eeking out advantages of 20 people here or there, losing 3000 to an
uncontrolable and unforseeable event was frustrating
as far as I can tell game balance skews so heavily to the defensive that the only valid strategy is super-turtle, and I think 2 people
playing super-turtle will never be able to hurt each other
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The map editor is really difficult to understand it. The Milky Way scenario is present under the campaign section -> Standalone
section. What I dislike is the fact that you have to PAY this dlc in order to create your own maps!. For $1 this shmup is a great
deal!

I had a quick play through and I'm really impress with the gameplay. Collect enough coins you can upgrade your weapons and
ship and there are plenty of customizing available in the shop that can be access anytime during in game play. I also love the
retro graphics with scanlines and the overall graphics is just amazing.

This game isn't easy and you will die a lot. I like the challenge and the difficulty level is just right for a shmup fan.

There's no gamepad support at the moment but Devs are working on it. Lucky for me I have a Steam Controller and able to map
KB input.

Also edit your S3DClient.cfg file to enable Fullscreen and set resolution.. If you Just don't want to work for exp,money and just
Customise your car and Do challenges i say this game is the one

just added Multiplayer option and it will be Perfection. Even though I didnt play this game when it came out or when
multiplayer was still alive, I think this game is great. If only the AI were better...

9/10 would replay again. Nice indie game but optimization need some fixes
+ I like graphic style of this game and rts genre too
+ Soundtrack is AWESOME!!!
- birds sound is terrible and... and I hate birds now.... Its a fun little game.

Just not worth $10.
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